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Danielle T. Phillips-Cunningham 
Putting Their Hands on Race: 
Irish Immigrant and Southern Black Domestic Workers 
(Rutgers University Press, December 2019) 
ISBN: 978-1-9788-0046-5 
 
 
Winner of the 2020 Sarah A. Whaley Book Prize 
from the National Women's Studies Association 
 
 
 

 
 
Lesley Lavery 
A Collective Pursuit: Teachers’ Unions and Education Reform 
(Temple University Press, May 2020) 
EAN: 978-1-4399-1936-1 
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Jacqueline Corricelli  
AP Computer Science Principles: Crash Course 
 (Research & Education Association, 2018) 
ISBN: 978-0-7386-1234-8 
 

 
 
Sharon A. Wynne 
TExES Social Studies 7-12 
Study Guide and Personalized Interactive Assessments 
(Research and Education Association, 2018) 
 

 
 
Luis Rosodo et al. 
TExES Core Subjects EC-6 (291) Book + Online: 
Test Prep and Online Practice 
(Research & Education Association, 2018) 
ISBN: 978-0-7386-1199-0 
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Rublanna Porter et al. 
Total Solution for the GED Test (2nd edition) 
(Research and Education Association, 2017) 
ISBN: 978-0-7386-1217-1 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Lee N. Marinko 
Rotator Cuff Injuries and Interventions 
(Western Schools, 2017) 
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Dennis Fare et al. 
Common Core: PARCC ELA/Literacy Test Guide, Grade 4 
(Research & Education Association, 2016) 
ISBN: 978-0-7386-1204-1 
 

 
Dennis Fare et al. 
Common Core: PARCC ELA/Literacy Test Guide, Grade 3 
(Research & Education Association, 2016) 
ISBN:  978-0-7386-1203-4 
 

 
 
Alvaro Vargas Llosa 
Global Crossings: Immigration, Civilization, and America  
(The Independent Institute, 2013)  
ISBN: 978-1-59813-133-8 
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David Beckworth (Ed.) Boom and Bust Banking: 
The Causes and Cures of the Great Recession 
 (The Independent Institute, 2012). 
ISBN: 978-1-59813-081-2 
 

 
 
Forbes, Bruce David and Jeffrey Mahan, eds. 
Religion and Popular Culture in America, 2nd edition 
(University of California Press: Berkeley, 1st ed.. 2000,  
(revised ed. 2005) 
ISBN: 0-520-22028-5 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gann, Kyle  
Music Downtown: Writings from the Village Voice 
(University of California Press:  Berkeley, 2005) 
ISBN:  0-520-22982-7 
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Sean P. Melvin, Cyberlaw and E-Commerce Regulation:  
An Entrepreneurial Approach  
(South-Western College/West, 2004) 
ISBN: 0324175795 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Roger E. Meiners 
The Legal Environment of Business  
9th ed (South-Western College/West, 2004) 
ISBN: 0324121512 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rhonda Wasserman 
Procedural Due Process:   
A Reference Guide to the United States Constitution 
(Greenwood Publishing Group, 2004) 
ISBN: 0313313539 
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                                  Pamela Webster et al, Practical Bankruptcy Law for the Paralegal,  

      3rd ed. (Thomson Delmar Learning, 2003) 
      ISBN: 0766828565 
 
      Pamela Webster et al, Instructor’s Manual for Practical Bankruptcy  
      for the Paralegal, 3rd ed. (Thomson Delmar Learning, 2003) 
      
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Keith Werhan, Freedom of Speech:  
A Reference Guide to the United States Constitution  
(Greenwood Publishing Group, 2004)  
ISBN: 0313319979 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Nancy Ahlrichs 
Competing for Talent  
(Davies-Black Publishing: Palo Alto, 2000)   
ISBN: 0891061487  
 
 
 

 
 

David P. Barrett and Larry N. Shyu 
Chinese Collaboration  
with Japan, 1932-1945: The Limits of Accommodation 
(Stanford University Press: Palo Alto, 2000) 
ISBN: 0804737681 

 
 
 
  

Editors of Time Inc. Health 
Women's Health Guide 2000 
 (Time Warner: San Francisco, 2000)  
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Goldsmith, M., B. Kaye and K. Shelton  
Learning Journeys  
(Davies-Black Publishing: Palo Alto, 2000) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Gutjahr, Paul C.  
An American Bible:  A History of the Good Book 
in the United States,  1777-1980  
(Stanford University Press:  Palo Alto, 1999) 
ISBN: 0804734259 
 
 
 
 

 
Kafrissen, B. and F. Shusman 
Winning Roles for Career-Minded Women  
Understanding the Roles We Learned as Girls  
and How to Change Them for Success at Work 
(Davies-Black Publishing: Palo Alto, 2000)  
ISBN: 0-89106-146-0 
 

 
 
Wong, Wallace 
Steal This Computer Book: 
What They Won’t Tell You About the Internet (2nd edition) 
No Starch Press: San Francisco, 2000) 
ISBN: 1-886-41142-5 
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Titles Edited for the Continuing Education of the Bar 
Oakland, California (in chronological order) 
 
Municipal Law Handbook 
Annual, softbound, 1500 pages, 2010 new book & 2011 update. 

 
A portable reference book covering all the major areas of California 
municipal law, known as the definitive work in its field. This collaborative 
work of more than 300 municipal attorneys from the City Attorneys’ 
Department of the League of California Cities is now published annually 
by CEB. Content includes expert practice tips, complete citations, and 
helpful references. Updated annually. 

 
California Real Estate Brokers: Law and Litigation 
New book, 2 looseleaf volumes, new 7/09 book and 7/11 update 
 

Guide to broker responsibilities in California residential and commercial 
transactions. Covers the relationship between real estate brokers, salespersons, 
and their clients in acquiring, selling, and leasing real property. Content includes 
scope of broker’s; defending a broker in administrative and ADR proceedings 
and at trial; law of agency and; hiring and use of “standard of care” expert 
witnesses; resolving commission disputes; negotiating and modifying property 
listing agreements; state regulation, licensing, and discipline of brokers and 

salespersons; in-depth discussion of broker errors and omissions policies; and analysis of broker 
duties in short sales and loan modifications. 

 
Wrongful Employment Termination  
2nd edition, 2 looseleaf volumes, 5/11 update 
 

The definitive guide to wrongful employment termination cases, for both plaintiff 
and defense. Covers in-depth treatment of specific theories of liability; causes of 
action, remedies, defenses, and burdens of proof; proving and defending 
discrimination cases; sexual harassment under FEHA & Title VII; public policy 
violations; tort claims & punitive damages; actions for breach of employment 
contract; preemption & exclusive remedies; and employee complaint investigations 

& litigation strategies. 

Intellectual Property in Business Transactions 
2 looseleaf volumes, I copyedited 5/10 & 5/11 updates 
 
Guide to transactions involving patents, copyrights, trademarks, or trade 
secrets. Covers structuring transactions involving intellectual property; 
intellectual property due diligence; intellectual property licensing; joint 
ventures and strategic alliances; intellectual property issues in merger and 
acquisition agreements and related documents; secured lending transactions; tax, international, and 
bankruptcy issues; managing intellectual property assets; and intellectual property valuation.
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California Civil Appellate Practice 

3rd edition, 2 looseleaf volumes, 4/11 update 
 
A practical guide on litigating civil appeals with judicial perspectives and strategic 
practice tips from appellate specialists across California. Covers choosing the right 
appellate remedy; staying enforcement of the judgment during appeal; perfecting 
the appeal; prosecuting the appeal including motions, briefs, and oral argument; 
settlement on appeal; decision on the merits of the appeal; costs, attorney fees, and 
sanctions; review by California Supreme Court; and appeals. 

 
rafting Business Contracts:  Principles, Techniques, and Forms 
Looseleaf, 3/11 update 

 
A guide to making contracts effective, readable, and clear. Covers drafting 
principles and preliminary considerations; recitals, representations, and 
warranties; consideration, covenants, and conditions; risk allocation; legal 
opinions; assignment, delegations, and third-party beneficiaries; events of 
default, remedies, and ADR; execution and signatures; electronic contracting; 
amendments and modifications; and special purpose agreements including 
letters of intent, promissory notes, guaranties, powers of attorney, and software 
license agreements. 

 
 
California Attorney Fee Awards 
3rd edition, 2 looseleaf volumes, 2/11 update 
 

Comprehensive guide to California attorney fees laws with instructions on how to 
request, calculate, and collect attorney fee awards from courts, arbitrators, and 
administrative agencies. Covers eligibility for recovery of fees; contractual fee 
provisions, equitable fee doctrines and fee-shifting statutes; determining Lodestar 
and adjustments to Lodestar; understanding the prevailing party concept; awards 
for trial or appellate court services; and awards for services in administrative and 
arbitration proceedings. 

 
 
Handling Depositions 
Action guide, softcover, 72 pages, 1/11 
 
Step-by-step procedures from planning the deposition to noticing, preparing, 
conducting, videotaping, and using the deposition at trial. Covers requesting 
production of consumer records and employment records, plus procedures when a 
motion is needed to obtain a deposition. 
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Debt Collection Practice in California 
2d edition, 968 pages, 2 looseleaf volumes, Forms CD. 
I copyedited 12/05,  12/06, and 12/10 updates 

 
A concise guide through debt collection problems that may arise out of 
commercial, business, or consumer transactions or collection of money 
judgments recovered in other types of cases. Obtaining a judgment is only 
half the job—locating the debtor's assets and collection of the judgment are 
essential to finishing the job. 
 
 

 
California Child & Spousal Support: Establishing, Modifying, and Supporting 
Approx 550 pages, looseleaf, 6/10 update 
 
Step-by-step guidance, time-saving tips, and sample forms to help the attorney get 
the best results for the client in a family law support case. Content includes what 
to do when child support is inadequate or excessive in a particular case; how to 
successfully build a case for imputing income to a party; how to modify support 
in light of employment or other changes in an uncertain economy; remedies to 
enforce or set aside a support order; avoiding procedural pitfalls and jurisdictional 
traps; and remedies available through the Department of Child Support Services. 

 
Organizing Corporations in California 
3rd edition, 2 looseleaf volumes, 4/10 update 
 
A reference for attorneys who advise clients in decisions about the form, 
location, and structure of their businesses—and when and why a corporation is 
the right choice. Content includes considerations before incorporating; alter ego 
and adequate capitalization; formation requirements; post-incorporation 
checklist; offering, selling, and issuing securities; foreign corporations in 
California; professional corporations; close corporations; comparison of 
California and Delaware law; and comparison of California and Nevada law. 

 
Condemnation Practice in California 
3rd edition, 2 looseleaf volumes, 10/07 & 10/09 updates 
 
A reference work containing the background, developments, trends, and practice tips for representing 

either property owners or government agencies. Covers valuation of 
condemned property; just compensation and severance damages; public use 
and necessity defenses; trial preparation, procedure, and strategies; 
challenging government’s right to take; inverse condemnation and regulatory 
takings; use of Polanco Act in eminent domain actions; relocation assistance; 
income tax consequences of condemnation awards; federal condemnation 
practice; pleading forms and practice tips. 
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Drafting California Revocable Trusts 
4th edition, 2 looseleaf volumes, 9/09 update 
 
A guide to both basic and sophisticated estate planning, including content on 
managing property during client's lifetime; transferring property at death; 
professional responsibility; drafting and tax considerations; creation of trust 
and distribution provisions; marital deduction QTIPs and QDOTs; survivor's 
trust, bypass and disclaimer trusts’ payment of taxes, debts, and 
administration expenses; trustee powers and duties; revocation and 
amendment; and funding the trust and related documents. 

 
Advising California Nonprofit Corporations 
New 3rd edition, 2 looseleaf volumes, 6/09 
 
Essential law and practice book on forming, operating, and maintaining 
California nonprofit corporations – for both attorneys and nonprofits. Covers 
qualifying to become a tax-exempt organizations, articles of incorporation and 
bylaws with sample forms; liabilities, rights, and duties of directors, officers, 
and members; required filings, recordkeeping, and reporting; fundraising 
legally; managing endowments and other funds; and rules on lobbying, PACs, 
and endorsing political candidates. 

 
Administering a Single-Person Trust After Settlor’s Death 
Action guide, softbound, 3/09 

 
A step-by-step systems approach to administering a single-person living trust 
after the settlor’s death; contains a comprehensive procedural checklist and 
single trustor hypothetical with forms. Covers initial steps, preparing for first 
meeting with client, conducting first meeting with client, immediate actions 
following first meeting, subsequent meetings with client and CPA, and 
preparing for final distributions. 

 
 
California Franchise Law and Practice 
New book, softcover, published 3/09 
 
A guide to California franchise law and practice for attorneys who advise clients 
interested in offering, selling, or purchasing California franchises, or for attorneys 
who are engaged in California franchise-related litigation. Selected forms are 
integrated with the text. Covers counseling prospective franchisees, drafting 
franchise agreements and related documents, drafting a franchise disclosure 
agreement, filings required with the California Department of Corporations 
(DoC), representing franchisor clients in DoC enforcement actions, and 
representing franchisee clients in litigation against the franchisor. 
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Secured Transactions in California Commercial Law Practice 
2nd edition, looseleaf, 12/08 update 

 
A reliable, comprehensive guide to UCC Division 9 to help attorneys stay on top 
of changes and avoid procedural traps. Covers documenting secured transactions 
and perfecting security interests, priorities and remedies, and bankruptcy 
proceedings and consumer transactions. 

 
 
California Real Estate Finance Practice:  Strategies and Forms 
2 looseleaf volumes, 10/08 update 
 
A guide to successful negotiation of loan documents favorable to clients. 
Covers securitized mortgages and other debt obligations, cross-
collateralization, assignment of rents and personal property collateral, drafting 
strategies for both lender’s and borrower’s counsel, writing legal opinions, 
construction loans, and advice and protection for loan guarantors in and out of 
bankruptcy. Contains easy-to-use and state-of-the-art integrated commercial 
loan document forms. 

 
Estate Planning 2008 
Softcover, annual, published 10/08  
 

This collection of papers from the 30th Annual UCLA/CEB Estate Planning 
Institute offers expert knowledge and in-depth analyses of current problems in the 
estate planning field. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Privacy Law & Compliance in California 
New book, looseleaf, published 8/08 
 

Essential guide for businesses, banks, medical providers, and employers on 
the complex array of California, federal, and international privacy and 
information security laws, best practices in compliance, the risks of 
noncompliance, and privacy issues that arise in any type of litigation. Covers 
collecting customer information including protection requirements, privacy 
policies, and data security breach; collecting information from children 
online; commercial e-mail and telemarketing; medical privacy; workplace 
privacy; financial privacy; European data protection laws; identity theft; and 
jurisdiction over privacy and security breach claims. 
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Internet Law and Practice in California 
New book, 1000 pages, 2 looseleaf volumes, 6/08 
 
A resource on Internet law and practice designed for California lawyers who 
advise clients on online business issues. Covers intellectual property rights in 
cyberspace, human resources, launching and operating a website, electronic 
contracting, privacy issues, licenses and development agreements, advertising 
on the Internet, viruses, network disruptions, tort and criminal liability, First 
Amendment issues, jurisdiction, litigation issues, e-discovery, and 
acquisitions and sales of Internet-based businesses 

 
California Estate Planning 
1100 pages, 2 looseleaf volumes, copyedited 2/06 & 2/08 updates 
 
This title takes a fresh look at estate planning, from the basics of estate 
planning law office management to sophisticated trusts, complex tax issues,   
and the difficult subjects of planning for incapacity and health care. It is 
intended for use by practitioners who must be familiar not only with federal 
law, but also of California’s unique community property laws, real property 
laws, as well as California’s comprehensive Probate Code. 
 
Counseling California Corporations 
New 3rd edition, 2 looseleaf volumes, published 3/08 

 
A discussion of the important issues when counseling in connection with 
corporate governance, governmental regulations, and internal affairs. Covers 
operating problems, ethical issues for counsel, advising the board, derivative 
suits and securities litigation, shareholders’ rights and liabilities, amending the 
articles and changing the capital structure, declaring and paying dividends and 
other distributions, establishing a corporate compliance program, Sarbanes-
Oxley and the private company, and dissolving the corporation. 

 
 
California Mechanics’ Liens and Related Construction Remedies 
3rd edition, looseleaf, 11/07 update 
 
A guide the complex remedies of mechanics’ liens, stop notices, and 
construction. Covers determining mechanics' lien priority vis à vis 
mortgages and judgment liens; resolving private works and state and 
federal public works claims; enforcing lien rights against debtor in 
bankruptcy; and litigating bond actions under the Miller Act. Includes 
litigation forms for pleading and discovery, plus practical procedural 
charts and calendaring tools. 
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Office Leasing: Drafting and Negotiating the Lease 
2 looseleaf volumes, 10/07 update 
 
This book covers every aspect of negotiating and putting together an office 
lease, including negotiating the lease and contract formation; dealing with 
defaults; bankruptcy and security deposits and letters of credit; green leasing 
issues and standards; negotiating tenant rights and restrictions; landlord 
concessions; premises and common area issues; utilities and services, repairs 
and maintenance; and new construction, additions, alterations. 

 
California Real Property Sales Transactions 
4th edition, 2 looseleaf volumes, 6/07 update 

 
A guide to commercial and residential real estate purchase and sale 
contract transactions from the time a client enters the office until the 
close of escrow. Covers expanded coverage of sales of distressed 
property; contracting with brokers; brokers duties and liabilities; 
extensive due diligence checklist; comprehensive general commercial 
sales agreements, specialty hotel clauses, ancillary closing documents; 
property and liability insurance; duties/liabilities of escrow holder; state 
& federal withholding requirements; and form escrow instructions. 

    

    
   Selecting and Forming Business Entities 
   New 2nd edition, 2 looseleaf volumes, 5/07 
 

A guide to choosing the best California business entity for a client; set it up; and 
operate it under the applicable laws and operating agreements. Covers evaluating 
entity choices, general partnerships, limited partnerships, limited liability 
partnerships, S and C corporations, close corporations, professional corporations, 
limited liability companies, and converting an existing entity to a limited liability 
company. 

 
 
 
 Forming California Common Interest Developments 
    2 looseleaf volumes, I copyedited  5/06 & 5/07 updates 
 

An overview of all necessary considerations and steps for creating a 
valid common interest development, including DRE approval, 
drafting tips for governing documents, lender requirements, unique 
characteristics of common interest divisions, Subdivision Map Act 
and condominium plans, state regulation of common interest 
subdivision sales, condominium conversions, and master planned 
communities. 
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Handling a Wrongful Termination 
Action Guide, softcover, published 3/07 
 
This guide leads the plaintiff’s attorney through representation of 
terminated employees, from case evaluation to post-trial motions. 
Includes sample complaints. Covers interviewing terminated 
employee client, evaluating the case to determine whether 
termination was wrongful, drafting the complaint, trial, and after 
trial. 

California Juvenile Dependency Practice 
Softcover, 2007 annual 

Outlines the essentials of dependency law and addresses the specialized 
needs of attorneys for the child, the parents, the county, and de facto 
parents. Covers various types of hearings; special proceedings); appeals 
and writs; responsibilities of attorneys representing each party; child’s 
expanded right to counsel; and the sibling relationship exception to 
termination of parental rights. Includes checklists and deadlines, sample 
Judicial Council and attorney-drafted forms, and fully updated cases, 
statutes, and court rules. 

 
Trial Attorney’s Evidence Code Notebook 2007 
820 pages, softcover, 2007 annual 
 
Helps attorneys make fast, effective decisions on what evidence to 
present and how to present it during trial with this annotated 
Evidence Code. Covers extensive annotations, cross-references, and 
citations, preliminary provisions and construction, words and phrases 
defined, judicial notice, burden of proof, presumptions and 
inferences, witnesses, opinion testimony and scientific evidence, 
evidence affected or excluded by extrinsic policies, hearsay 
evidence, writings. 

 
 
Handling Service of Process 
Action Guide, softbound, 68 pages, published 11/06 
 
This useful guide explains when, how, and on whom to serve summons in 
civil actions. Coverage includes Before Issuing and Serving Summons, 
Determining Whom To Serve, Choosing Method of Service Generally, 
Effecting Service in Special Situations, Proving Service (Return of 
Service), and After Service of Summons. 
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Practice under the California Environmental Quality Act 
1700 pages, 2 looseleaf volumes, 11/06 update 

 
This definitive guide is the only CEQA book cited by the California Supreme 
Court in its key 1995 decision Western States Petroleum Association v 
Superior Court. CEQA practice is covered in full from all perspectives. 
Provides practice tips and legal analysis for the entire CEQA process. 
Includes discussion of the attorney’s role, the procedural and substantive 
requirements for preparing EIRs and negative declarations, and judicial 
review of public agencies’ CEQA decisions. 
 

 
Obtaining a Writ of Attachment 
Action Guide, softbound, 82 pages, published 11/06 
 
This useful guide tells when and how to attach a defendant’s property, 
identifying which property of individual, corporate, and nonresident 
defendants is subject to attachment. It explains: How and When to 
Proceed Ex Parte, When a Temporary Protective Order Can Be 
Obtained, Levying on the Writ, and Pursuing Other Remedies. 

 
 
Transferring Property Without Probate 
Action Guide, softbound, 192 pages, published 10/06. 

 
This informative guide assists attorneys and paralegals with procedures 
for transferring property that passes outright to a named beneficiary or a 
surviving spouse. Coverage includes: Considering Alternatives to Formal 
Probate, Deciding How to Proceed, Protecting the Surviving Spouse, 
Handling Transfers of Small Estate Personal Property (Type 3 Property), 
Transferring Multiple Party Assets (Type 1 Property), Transferring Motor 
Vehicles, Mobile Homes, and Other State-Registered Property, and 
Transferring Real Property. 
 

 
 
A Litigator’s Guide to Effective Use of ADR in California 
approx. 750 pages, looseleaf, published 10/06 
 
The courts’ growing use of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) before 
trial requires advocates to learn new skills when representing clients in 
less adversarial settings. ADR has become a standard option for reaching 
agreement and settling cases at all stages of litigation, including the pre-
filing time period. This resource provides California lawyers with the tools 
and information to operate successfully in the new ADR environment and 
create more satisfying client outcomes than traditionally available at trial. 
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California Irrevocable Trusts 
3d edition, 1276 pages, 2 looseleaf volumes, 8/06 update 

 
Planned, edited, and written by some of California’s best-known estate 
planners, this title covers all the bases in irrevocable trusts. It deals with 
structuring and drafting the trust; provides a full explanation of estate and gift 
taxes, income tax, and generation-skipping tax; gives practical explanations 
and suggestions, including a full chapter on trust planning with fully 
annotated forms; and includes the most complete and up-to-date coverage of 
all recent developments in irrevocable trusts.  

 
 
California Workers’ Compensation Practice 
4th edition, 1330 pages, 2 looseleaf volumes, 6/06 update 
 
This title includes information on resolving workers’ compensation disputes, 
representing injured workers, representing defendants, penalties, vocational 
rehabilitation, and disability. For the non-specialist practitioner, it is an 
indispensable tool in determining whether and how to handle the matter. 
 
 
 
California Decedent Estate Practice  (vols 1-3) 
2500 pages, 3 looseleaf volumes, 5/06 update 

 
Volumes 1 and 2 cover formal probate, summary probate proceedings, transfers 
outside of probate, estate and income tax principles and procedures, and 
creditor claims procedures.  
Volume 3 covers suing to establish entitlement to estate distribution, 
challenging a dishonest representative in court, pleading and proving undue 
influence in will contests, and more. 

 
The 2006 update adds coverage on the California Domestic Rights and Responsibilities Act, the right 
of spouses to recover community property, payment of claims by insolvent estates, allocation of 
debts, and property tax reassessment. 
 
 
California Automobile Insurance Law 
2d edition, approx. 400 pages, looseleaf, 4/06 update 
 
A single-volume, looseleaf edition complete with practice tips and in-
depth treatment of the major liability insurance cases and insurance 
statutes, as well as full analysis of the structure and function of 
typical provisions of the standard automobile insurance policy. 
Helpful for interpreting policy coverage issues or for evaluating 
policy claims. 
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Forming California Common Interest Developments 
approx. 1100 pages, 2 looseleaf volumes, 4/06 update 

 
A title for attorneys representing developers of the fastest-growing type of 
real estate project in California. Written by condominium and planned 
development experts—including a Department of Real Estate (DRE) 
insider—this title is a walk through the steps necessary to obtain DRE 
approval of a condominium or planned development project; provides 
drafting tips to help prepare governing documents that meet DRE 
requirements. OnLAW and the companion Forms CD contains all the book’s 
forms plus additional attorney-drafted forms. 

 
Advising California Employers and Employees 
3 looseleaf volumes, 1/07 update 
 
Readies attorneys for almost any workplace issue clients may face. Covers 
hiring guidelines and employment contracts, immigration law for 
employers, wages and hours; family and medical leave, employee 
handbooks, protecting trade secrets; noncompetition covenants, privacy 
issues in the workplace; employer liability for employee acts; insurance 
coverage, discrimination and harassment claims; whistleblower issues and 
workplace investigations; wrongful termination; reductions in force, 
mediation and arbitration of employment disputes, and auditing client’s workplace practice. 

 
California Administrative Mandamus, 3d edition 
3d edition, 846 pages, 2 looseleaf volumes, 3/06 update. 

 
A comprehensive guide for obtaining judicial review of state and local 
agency decisions. This title covers the entire process for administrative 
decision review, including deciding whether and how to proceed by writ, 
parties involved, actions that can be reviewed by administrative 
mandamus,   and how to appeal from the Superior Court judgment. It also 
contains an in-depth discussion of the scope of the court's review under 
CCP§1094.5 and the applicable standards of review. 
 
 

 
California Civil Writ Practice 
3d edition, 750 pages, looseleaf, 3/06 update 
 
This title provides information on preparing and opposing civil writ petitions 
in California state courts and includes developments in statutes, decisional 
law, rules, and practice. 
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California Construction Contracts and Disputes                     
3d edition, 1166 pages, 2 looseleaf volumes, Forms CD, 10/05 update. 
 
The definitive resource for transactional and litigation attorneys involved in 
construction law. Contains in-depth coverage of drafting and enforcing 
construction contracts; includes practical tips for prosecuting and defending 
construction defect actions. 
 

 
California Personal Injury Proof 
538 pages, softbound, published 10/05 

 
This collection of question-and-answer dialogues provides preparation for 
both arbitration and trial. Covers how to lay foundations for the evidence 
typically introduced in personal injury cases. 
 
 
 
 

 


